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• The emergence of novel coronavirus disease

(COVID-19) and its etiologic cause, severe acute

respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-

2), has prompted an international effort to limit its

morbidity and mortality.

• We sought to understand how U.S. residents 

responded to COVID-19 as it emerged, and the 

extent to which socioeconomic status impacted 

response.
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METHODS
•We mined and reverse-geocoded 269,556 coronavirus-
related tweets from January 23rd to March 25th, 2020.

• We then linked the tweets to a county-level area
deprivation index (ADI) and areas with high initial
disease counts (“hotspots”).

•We applied topic modeling to identify chief concerns,
determined their evolution over time, and analyzed how
topic proportions varied based on ADI and between
hotspots and non-hotspots.

CONCLUSION

RESULTS

• We identified 45 topics, which shifted from early-

outbreak-related content in January, to the

presidential election and governmental response in

February, to lifestyle changes in March.

• Highly resourced areas (low ADI) were concerned

with stocks, social distancing, and national-level

policies, while high ADI areas shared content with

negative expression, prayers, and discussion of the

CARES Act economic relief package. (see Figure 1)

• Within hotspots, these differences stand, with the

addition of increased discussion regarding

employment in high ADI versus low ADI hotspots.

(see Figure 2)

This work demonstrates a novel framework for

assessing differential sentiments correlating to

income, education, and housing disparities. This,

with integration of COVID-19 hotspots, offers

increased insight into topics inferred from the text

and improved analysis of crisis response on Twitter.

Figure 1: Topic prevalence comparisons between High and 
Low ADI based on Log odds ratio. Topics with significance 
difference between both groups (p <.05)
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Figure 2: Topic prevalence between hotpots vs 
non-hotspots based on log odds ratio .


